
Astro-Rayology of  the Global Crisis 2020

Cusp of  Ages
Pisces-Aquarius
Libra in Planetary Horoscope
1965-2025

Ray Cycles
6th ray of  idealism - outgoing. 
7th ray of  organization - incoming.
3rd ray – multiple cycle. 
4th ray – incoming from 2025.

Long Term Planetary Transits
Pluto in Capricorn
Neptune in Pisces
Uranus in Taurus
Saturn in Capricorn-Aquarius
Jupiter in Capricorn-Aquarius



Cusp of  Ages: Pisces-Aquarius

• 500 year overlap that began around 18th century. Uranus discovery 1781.

• Watery Pisces – astral sensitivity, compassion, forgiveness.

• Fanaticism and zealotry of  Pisces coinciding with 6th ray cycle.

• Religious wars in the name of  Christ.

• Pisces’ Virgo polarity – development of  discrimination, science.

• World is witnessing much of  Virgo polarity with coronavirus measures.

• Neptune transiting through Pisces until 2025 – emphasises Pisces + -

• Saturn-Jupiter transiting in Aquarius – emphasise emerging Aquarian age.

• Aquarian Age - Group, community – new values emerging.

• Aquarian shadow - selfish corporations. Misuse of  incoming 7th ray.



Libra in the Planetary Horoscope

“In this transition period through which the world is now 

passing and in this interlude between two activities—that of  

the Piscean Age which is passing and that of  Aquarius 

which is coming in—Libra will eventually rule, and the end 

of  this century [20th] will see the influence of  Libra 

steadily coming into pronounced control and into a 

position of  power in the planetary horoscope. There is, 

therefore, no need for real anxiety.” (EA238)

• Libra symbol is the bridge between ages.

• Libra’s main themes: The law, sex and money.

• Uranus esoteric ruler – transiting in Taurus, affecting both of  these 

Venus-ruled signs. 

• Uranus rules sacral centre, so themes of  sex and money (survival) 

particularly strong. Legislation, laws.



1965-2025

In the time of  the Buddha and through the stimulation He produced there 

was a great gathering in of  Arhats. These were men who had achieved 

liberation through self-initiated effort. 

This period, in our Aryan race, marked a climax for the East. Since then 

the tide of  spiritual life has steadily flowed westward, and we may now 

look for a corresponding climax in the West, which will reach its zenith 

between the years 1965 and 2025. 

Towards this end the adepts of  the East and of  the West are unitedly 

working, for they follow always the Law.” (LOTSxi)

- Hence the opportunity today for many aspirants and disciples to move to the next 

stage of  their evolutionary unfoldment – initiation.



The Significance of  2025

• 2025: Once in a century conclave of  Hierarchy and Shamballa.

• Beginning of  the fourth ray cycle returning into incarnation.

• Half-way mark of  the Masters’ Decision cycle of  49 years: 2001 – 2050.

• Pluto moves into Aquarius 2023-4.

• Neptune (The Christ) moves in Aries (The Lamb) 2025-6. 

• Aries inaugurates the new cycle.

• Saturn moves into Aries 2025-6.

• Uranus moves into Gemini 2025-6.

• Jupiter moves into (exalted) Cancer 2025.



Ray Cycles

Outgoing: 6th ray of  idealism. Incoming: 7th ray of  organization.

• Confusion of  very different forces: Humanity “at 6’s and 7’s” with itself.

• 6th Ray – Mars/Neptune – solar plexus centre. (6th ray leaving1625 AD >)

• 7th Ray – Uranus – sacral, head centres. (1675, then >1945 AD for 2,500 years)

• Many 6th ray souls still in incarnation whilst 7th ray souls/types coming in.

• 7th ray/Aquarius - mental detachment over matter/emotions – Pisces 6th ray.

• 6th/7th combination can create organized fanaticism. “Ray six began to decline 
in influence 300 years ago, and its potency, though greatly weakened, 
can still be felt … another 200 years for ray 6 souls to pass out of  incarnation.”



3rd Ray Multi-Cycle.

- It is speculated that there are one or two other ray 3 cycles within the greater ray 3 cycle, hence the 

intensity of  manufacturing and materialization that has occurred in the past few centuries, through the 

Industrial and Technological ages.

“This ray will remain in objective incarnation from the point of  view of  humanity for a very long time - so 

long a time that it is needless for us to anticipate its waning influence. Ray three has been the longest in 

incarnation, but in 1875 it occultly "completed its outgoing, and began to curve upon itself, and thus 

return." It is therefore just beginning to wane. When this event occurs in connection with any type of  energy, 

the effect produced is always of  a crystallizing nature and is apt to produce "set forms which warrant 

prompt destruction.

… in this ray's activity we have the demonstration of  those dogmatic, sectarian and theological attitudes, 

for instance, which mark the decline and consequent uselessness of  the various schools of  thought which have 

in their time embodied man's ideas and thought.” [EPI-349]



4th Ray Cycle – Incoming from 2025.
“To come slowly into manifestation after 2025 A.D.”

This ray, as you know, begins to come into incarnation early in the next 
century and - in collaboration with the developing Saturnian influence [1st

decan Aquarius] - will lead many on to the path of  discipleship. When 
the peculiar energy to which we give the somewhat unsatisfactory name of  
"harmony through conflict" and the forces of  that planet which stage 
opportunity for the aspirant are working in combination and an ordained 
synthesis, we can then look for a very rapid adjustment in human affairs, 
particularly in connection with the Path. 

This fourth ray is, in the last analysis, the ray which teaches the art of  
living in order to produce a synthesis of  beauty. There is no beauty 
without unity, without embodied idealism and the resultant symmetrical 
unfoldment. This ray is not the ray of  art, as it is often claimed, but is the 
energy which brings about the beauty of  those living forms which embody 
the ideas and the ideals which are seeking immediate expression. 

Many people claim to be on the fourth ray because they dream of  the artistic 
expressive life. As I have told you before, creative art expresses itself  
upon all the rays. (DON143)

- For those attuned, they may have already been feeling the influence of  the 
4th ray in the past few decades. 



Long Term Planetary Transits

Pluto in Capricorn (2008-2023)

• Pluto has been providing the long term backdrop to planetary events.

• Pluto the destroyer and ruler of  the 1st ray of  will-power – destroying Capricorn crystallisation.

• Destroying/transforming - government/corporate/individual power structures.

• Pluto has been revealing Humanity’s underworld – the World Dweller: 
Secrets, illegal activities, sex scandals, corporate theft and manipulation, misuse of  money etc.

• Pluto-Vulcan present at first initiation - a large proportion of  Humanity appear to be undergoing.

• Vulcan reaches into the depths. Pluto drags to the surface, destroys hinderances of  lower nature.

• Pluto’s transit magnified by several conjunctions with Saturn and Jupiter.

• Pluto opens up “the gates of  hell” – of  the astral plane for Humanity to face its dweller.



Pluto-Saturn conjunction Jan.12, 2020.

• Epic once in 500-year event, not since 1517 Reformation in Europe.

• Coincided with Covid-19, triggered a massive economic crisis – recession.

• Pluto exposed groups/individuals using coronavirus to manipulate Humanity. 
Oligarchies, declarations of  war, financial institutions, dominant corporations.

• Saturn rules 3rd ray - money. Pluto destroys, Saturn re-structures.

• Saturn-Capricorn-Third Ray – all related to money and use of  resources.

• Pluto-Saturn will both move into Aquarius for next 2-5 years – 2025.

• Pluto-Saturn opposite USA’s Mercury – triggering first ever Pluto return.

• Pluto reveals the Dweller, Saturn is the Planetary Dweller.

• Pluto-Saturn will bring showdown with cartels/cabals that control the world.

• Pluto-Saturn in Capricorn pave way economically and spiritually for 2025.

• Pluto’s effects first felt in mental body, Saturn rules the mind.



Pluto-Jupiter Conjunctions 2020.

• 2020 - April 4, June 30 and Nov.12, supercharging Pluto-Saturn Jan. 12. 

• Pluto-Jupiter will activate Jan. 12 seed Pluto-Saturn seed point several times.

• Pluto-Jupiter - healing and rebuilding possibilities. 

• Jupiter rules 2nd ray Love-Wisdom. Most common ray for souls. UK, USA etc.

• Pluto’s destruction will pave way for Jupiter compassion/love-wisdom.

• Jupiter can magnify negative effects, materialism of  Capricorn: Jupiter gives the 

“fulfilment of  desire and satisfied demand …[or] … the outgoing expression of  love … Jupiter 

reaches its lowest point of  expression in the densest material aspect, and then—as love and 

selflessness triumph—this lowest aspect vanishes and disappears.”

• The “fulfilment of  desire and satisfied demand” may be the point of  least resistance for the fearful 

masses experiencing loss of  jobs, income, housing, freedom to move about etc. And also of  course, 

for business/money/corporations/governments scrambling to simply survive and/or selfishly 

exploiting the situation.



Neptune in Pisces (2011-2025)

• Neptune has been creating acute sensitivity in emotional body of  Humanity.

• Due to human development, Neptune influences mainly in its lower octave.

• Addiction, deception, confusion vs. higher inspiration, intuition, creativity.

• Noticeable since 2016 - lower expression US/UK elections – propaganda.

• Neptune rules bloodstream and hard to diagnose diseases, viruses.

• Neptune rules world glamour in which the world is currently immersed.

• Great confusion of  opposing viewpoints about coronavirus, how to deal.

• Deliberate media deception and manipulation by those with agendas.

• Yet there is possibility for higher Neptunian vision to emerge from this crisis.

• Neptune rules solar plexus, and is associated with heart, hence Humanity   
taking first initiation,  has opportunity to move collectively from SP to Heart.

• 1847-1862: Birth of  modern psychism, spiritualism, séances, Blavatsky etc. 

• Today, a bewildering array of  channellers, “starseeds”, psychics, mystics.



Uranus in Taurus (2018-2025)

“The task of  Uranus, hidden in the depths, is to awaken and evoke the intuitive response 
of  Taurus to an ever-increasing light until such time that full illumination is achieved and 
also the development of  the spiritual consciousness —substituting these higher soul 
aspects for the lower form reactions.”

• Uranus and Taurus are both connected to Money – revolution of  financial system.

• Uranus in Taurus 1934-1941 saw the rise of  fascism and dictators (Hitler Taurus sun.)
The Great Depression of  1930’s after the Wall St. crash of  1929.

• Since economic impact of  Covid-19, world may go into a major recession or depression.

• Totalitarian, fascistic forces of  1930’s are still with Humanity, seeking to enslave it.

• This is the last desperate push by the Forces of  Materialism – pre 2025 Externalisation.

• Taurus rules NGWS, Uranus rules occultism. Occult portion of  NGWS opportunity:  
“an ever-increasing light until such time that full illumination is achieved.”



Uranus in Taurus square Saturn in Aquarius

“Uranus … the seventh ray works through this planet - is embodiment of  principle of  
concretion and the materialising …the whole mystery of  money lies hid … creation and 
production of  money.”

• Saturn rules status quo. Uranus revolutionary reforms old system. Square aspect tension.

• Uranus esoteric ruler Libra the sign of  money. Taurus-Libra-Cap. - Venus-ruled signs.

• Venus rules 2nd house (2nd sign) - economics, distribution money/metals/gold.

• Saturn rules 3rd ray of  money – only ray in Libra where Saturn is exalted.

• Saturn rules 1st decan Aquarius - opportunity, discipleship, testing.

• Hence Uranus square Saturn is a “double theme” on money. Complete re-organization.

• Possible now - more than other times in history - Libra prominent in planetary horoscope.



Saturn-Jupiter in Aquarius (20-12-2020)

• Saturn-Jupiter in Aquarius: consolidation of  Pluto-Saturn-Jupiter gains in Capricorn.

• Saturn is the mind, Jupiter the heart = synthesis.

• Saturn rules first decan Aquarius. Jupiter soul ruler Aquarius – water bearer who pours forth.

• Has not occurred since 1226-1405 - the “early renaissance” prior to later Euro. Renaissance.

• Hence, indicates a new Renaissance and helps pave the way for 2025 Conclave.

• Sat-Jup. will usher in Aquarian Age that astronomically begins in one century (2,117 AD).

• Saturn-Jupiter in Aquarius - first of  three conjunctions in air signs for next 40 years. 

• “Airy Trigon” – Libra 2040, Gemini 2060. New trigon: Aquarius 2080, Libra 2100, Gemini 2120.

• Externalisation might be closer to 2080 and 2100 – than 2025. Much to organsise in ashrams.

• March 24, 2100 Polaris, will align with Earth’s north celestial pole: Polaris = Star of  Direction.

• Saturn-Jupiter prominent in Pisces at birth Jesus in 7 BC. In Aquarius – Christ’s return.


